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his return shortly afterwards to Italy, fascism had triumphed.
Thenceforward, he led the life of a fugitive until the end
of 1926, when he left Italy. He travelled all over Europe.
He was made a member of the Secretariat of the Communist
International, but having the extraordinary temerity to
disagree with Stalin in open debate, he was expelled. He
settled in France and became editor of the review, Mondo.
He is a foreign editor of the Populaire. He has written
booklets on Marxist Humanism and The Political History of
the Comintern.
The importance of this book is threefold : as a contribu-
tion to the history of Italy since the war, as an explanation
of contemporary international policy, with especial regard
to the relationship between Great Britain and Italy, and as
a theory of the future of national and international
government.
In its first aspect. Signer Rossi skilfully distributes the
burden of causation between the pre-war history and
institutions of Italy, its political immaturity, the social and
economic effects of the war, the defective functioning of
the parliamentary system and the political parties, and the
character and will of Mussolini. He is not fond of the
several compendious definitions of fascism now in political
currency, and defines his own purpose most aptly thus :
c Our way of defining fascism is to write its history.
We have tried to do this for Italian fascism of the years
1919-20. ... It is not a subject with definite attributes
which need merely be selected, but the product of a
situation from which it cannot be considered separately.'
He is therefore able to reveal that fascism did not inevitably
arise out of the existing political difficulties. No inevitability
lay there ; but the material possibilities were converted by
Mussolini's ambitions, power-lust, and homicidal ruthless-
ness, into a deadly certainty. No one could imagine such
a tyranny in the Italy of the twentieth century,, and therefore
not enough citizens were prepared to resist the brutal
seizure of their liberties. With figures and facts, character
sketches, and depiction of local circumstances, economic
and social conditions and opinion, the author demonstrates

